Predictive data race detectors find data races that exist in executions other than the observed execution. Smaragdakis et al. introduced the causally-precedes (CP) relation and a polynomial-time analysis for sound (no false races) predictive data race detection. However, their analysis cannot scale beyond analyzing bounded windows of execution traces.
INTRODUCTION
A shared-memory program has a data race if an execution of the program can perform two memory accesses that are conflicting and concurrent, meaning that the accesses are executed by different threads, at least one access is a write, and there are no interleaving program operations. Data races often lead to atomicity, order, and sequential consistency violations that cause programs to crash, hang, or corrupt data [7, 14, 16, 27, 34, 36, 40, 43, 50, 53, 60, 62, 64] . Modern shared-memory programming languages including C++ and Java provide undefined or ill-defined semantics for executions containing data races [1, 8-11, 44, 62] .
Happens-before (HB) analysis detects data races by tracking the happens-before relation [2, 38] and reports conflicting, concurrent accesses unordered by HB as data races [22, 26, 54] . However, the coverage of HB analysis is inherently limited to data races that manifest in the current execution. Consider both example executions in Figure 1 . The HB relation, which is the union of program and synchronization order [38] , orders the accesses to x and would not detect a data race for either observed execution. However, for Figure 1 (a), we can know from the observed execution that a data race exists in a different interleaving of events of the program (if Thread 2 acquires m first, the accesses to x can occur concurrently). On the other hand, it is unclear if Figure 1 (b) has a data race, since the execution of rd(x) 1 T2 may depend on the order of accesses to y (e.g., suppose rd(x) 1 T2 's execution depends on the value read by rd(y) 1 T2 ). Predictive analyses detect data races that are possible in executions other than the observed execution. Notably, Smaragdakis et al. introduce a predictive analysis that tracks the causallyprecedes (CP) relation [63] , a subset of HB that conservatively orders conflicting accesses that cannot race in some other, unobserved execution. A CP-race exists between conflicting accesses not ordered by CP. 1 In Figure 1 (a), wr(x) 1 ≺ HB rd(x) 1 T2 , but wr(x) 1 ⊀ CP rd(x) 1 T2 , i.e., the execution has a CP-race (two conflicting accesses unordered by CP). In contrast, Figure 1 (b) has no CP-race (wr(x) 1 ≺ CP rd(x) 1 T2 ) because CP correctly orders the critical sections that may result in different behavior if executed in the reverse order, i.e., rd(y) 1 T2 may read a different value and the data race on x might not occur. Smaragdakis et al. show how to compute CP in polynomial time in the execution length. Nonetheless, their analysis cannot scale to full executions, and instead analyzes bounded execution windows of 500 consecutive events [63] , missing CP-races involving accesses that are "far apart" in the observed execution. Their CP analysis is inherently offline; in contrast, an online dynamic analysis would summarize the execution so far in the form of analysis state, without needing to "look back" at the entire trace. Like Smaragdakis's CP analysis, most existing predictive analyses are offline, needing access to the entire execution trace, and cannot scale to full execution traces [17, 32, 33, 37, 42, 58, 61, 63] 
(Section 8).
Two recent approaches introduce online predictive analyses [37, 57] . This article's contributions are concurrent with or precede each of these prior approaches. In particular, Kini et al.'s weakcausally-precedes (WCP) submission to PLDI 2017 [37] is concurrent with this article's work, as established by our November 2016 technical report [56] . Furthermore, none of the related work shows how to compute CP online, a challenging proposition [63] (Section 2.3).
Our approach. This article introduces Raptor (Race predictor), a novel dynamic analysis that computes the CP relation soundly and completely. Raptor is inherently an online analysis because it summarizes an execution's behavior so far in the form of analysis state that captures the recursive nature of the CP relation, rather than needing to look at the entire execution so far. We introduce analysis invariants and prove that Raptor soundly and completely tracks CP by maintaining the invariants after each step of a program's execution.
We have implemented Raptor as a dynamic analysis for Java programs. Our unoptimized prototype implementation can analyze executions of real programs with hundreds of thousands or millions of events within an hour or two. In contrast, Smaragdakis et al.'s analysis generally cannot scale beyond bounded windows of thousands of events [63] . As a result, Raptor detects CP-races that are too "far apart" for the offline CP analysis to detect.
While concurrent work's WCP analysis [37] and later work's DC analysis [57] are faster and (as a result of using weaker relations than CP) detect more races than Raptor, computing CP online is a challenging problem that prior work has been unable to solve [37, 63] (Section 2.3). Furthermore, Raptor provides the first set-based algorithm for partial-order-based predictive analysis. Though i T is a read by thread T to variable x such that wr(x) i < tr rd(x) i T < tr wr(x) i +1 . We assume that any observed execution trace is well formed, meaning a thread only acquires a lock that is not held and only releases a lock it holds, and lock release order is last in, first out (i.e., critical sections are well-nested).
Let thr(e) be a helper function that returns the thread identifier that executed event e. Two access (read/write) events e and e ′ to the same variable are conflicting (denoted e ≍ e ′ ) if at least one event is a write and thr(e) thr(e ′ ).
Relations over an Execution Trace
The following presentation is based on prior work's presentation [63] .
Program-order (PO) is a partial order over events executed by the same thread. Given a trace tr, PO is the smallest relation such that for any two events e and e ′ , e PO e ′ if e ≤ tr e ′ ∧ thr(e) = thr(e ′ ).
Definition 2.1 (Happens-before). The happens-before (HB) relation is a partial order over events in an execution trace [38] . Given a trace tr, HB is the smallest relation such that:
• Two events are HB ordered if they are PO ordered. That is, e HB e ′ if e PO e ′ .
• Release and acquire operations on the same lock (i.e., synchronization order) are HB ordered.
That is, rel(m) i HB acq(m) j if rel(m) i < tr acq(m) j (which implies i < j).
• HB is closed under composition with itself. That is, e HB e ′ if ∃e ′′ | e HB e ′′ HB e ′ .
Throughout the article, we generally use irreflexive variants of PO and HB , ≺ PO and ≺ HB , respectively, when it is correct to do so.
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Jake Roemer and Michael D. Bond Definition 2.2 (Causally-precedes). The causally-precedes (CP) relation is a strict (i.e., irreflexive) partial order that is strictly weaker than HB [63] . Given a trace tr, ≺ CP is the smallest relation such that:
(a) Release and acquire operations on the same lock containing conflicting events are CP ordered. That is, rel(m)
Two critical sections on the same lock are CP ordered if they contain CP-ordered events.
Because of the next rule, this rule can be expressed simply as follows: The rest of this article refers to the above rules of the CP definition as Rules (a), (b), and (c). An execution trace tr has a CP-race if it has two events e < tr e ′ such that e ≍ e ′ ∧ e ⊀ PO e ′ ∧ e ⊀ CP e ′ .
Examples. In the execution traces in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) (page 2), wr(x)
2 by Rule (a), and it follows that wr(x)
. In contrast, in Figure 1 . Next consider the execution in Figure 2 (page 5), ignoring the rightmost column (explained in Section 2.3). The accesses to x are CP ordered through the following logic:
T3 by Rule (c). Prior work proves that the CP relation is sound 3 [63] . In particular, if a CP-race exists, there exists an execution that has an HB-race (two conflicting accesses unordered by HB) or a deadlock [63] .
Limitations of Recursive Ordering
This article targets the challenge of developing an online analysis for tracking the CP relation and detecting CP-races. An online analysis must (1) compute CP soundly and completely; (2) maintain analysis state that summarizes the execution so far, without needing to maintain and refer to the entire execution trace; and (3) analyze real program execution traces using time and space that is acceptable for heavyweight in-house testing.
The main difficulty in tracking the CP relation online is in summarizing the execution so far as analysis state. An analysis can compute the PO and HB relations for events executed so far based only on the events executed so far. In contrast, an online CP analysis must handle the fact that CP may order two events because of later events. For example, e ≺ CP e ′ only because of a future event e ′′ (e ′ < tr e ′′ ); we provide a concrete example shortly. The analysis must summarize the possible order between e and e ′ at least until e ′′ executes, without needing access to the entire execution trace. Smaragdakis et al. explain the inherent challenge of developing an online analysis for CP as follows [63] :
CP reasoning, based on [the definition of CP], is highly recursive. Notably, Rule (c) can feed into Rule (b), which can feed back into Rule (c). As a result, we have not implemented CP using techniques such as vector clocks, nor have we yet discovered a full CP implementation that only does online reasoning (i.e., never needs to "look back" in the execution trace). T3 . The last column shows, for each event e, orderings relevant to wr(x) 1 ≺ CP rd(x) 1 T3 for the subtrace up to and including e. The arrow represents a CP ordering established by Rule (a) of the CP definition.
Smaragdakis et al.'s CP algorithm encodes the recursive definition of CP in Datalog, guaranteeing polynomial-time execution in the size of the execution trace. However, the algorithm is inherently offline because it fundamentally needs to "look back" at the entire execution trace. Experimentally, Smaragdakis et al. find that their algorithm does not scale to full program traces. Instead, they limit their algorithm's computation to bounded windows of 500 consecutive events [63] . Figure 2 illustrates the challenge of developing an online analysis that computes CP soundly and completely while handling the recursive nature of the CP definition. The last column shows the orderings relevant to wr(x) 1 ≺ CP rd(x) 1 T3 that are "knowable" after each event e. More formally, these are orderings that exist for a subtrace comprised of events up to and including e.
As Section 2 explained, wr(x) 1 ≺ CP rd(x) . A sound and complete online analysis for CP must track analysis state that captures ordering once it is knowable without maintaining the entire execution trace.
Alternatively, consider instead that T1 executed the critical section on u before the critical section on m. In that subtly different execution,
. A sound and complete online analysis for CP must track analysis state that captures the difference between these two execution variants.
We note that more challenging examples exist. For instance, it is possible to modify the example so that it is unknowable even at rel(m)
2 that acq(m) 1 ≺ CP rel(m) 2 . Section 5 presents three such examples.
RAPTOR OVERVIEW
Raptor (Race predictor) is a new online dynamic analysis that computes the CP relation soundly and completely by maintaining analysis state that captures CP orderings knowable for a subtrace of events up to and including the latest event in the execution. This section overviews the components of Raptor's analysis state. has not yet been established. Maintaining per-access sets would seem to require massive time and space (proportional to the length of the execution), making it effectively an offline analysis like prior work's CP analysis [63] . However, as we show in Section 6, Raptor can safely remove sets under detectable conditions, e.g., it can remove wr(x) i 's sets once it determines that wr(
Sets for lock acquires. Raptor tracks CP, HB, and PO sets not just for variable accesses, but also for lock acquire operations to compute CP order by Rule (b) (i.e., acq(m)
Similar to sets for variable accesses, maintaining a CP, HB, and PO set for each lock acquire might consume high time and space proportional to the execution's length. In Section 6, we show how Raptor can safely remove an acquire acq(m) i 's sets once they are no longer needed-once no other CP ordering is dependent on the possibility of acq(m) i being CP ordered with a future rel(m).
Conditional CP sets. As mentioned earlier, it is unknowable in general at an event e
′ whether e ≺ CP e ′ . This recursive nature of the CP definition prevents immediate determination of CP ordering at e ′ . This delayed knowledge is unavoidable due to Rule (b), which states that rel(m)
A CP ordering might not be known until rel(m) j executes-or even longer because Rule (c) can "feed into" Rule (b), which can feed back into Rule (c) [63] .
Raptor maintains conditional CP (CCP) sets to track the fact that, at a given event in an execution, CP ordering may or may not exist, depending on whether some other CP ordering exists. For example, an element n : m j (or T : m j ) in the CCP set CCP(x i ) means that wr (x) i is CP ordered to lock n (or thread T) if acq(m) j ≺ CP rel(m) k for some future event rel(m) k .
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Let e be any event in the program trace. The following invariants hold for the point in the trace immediately before e. Let e ξ = wr(x) h+1 if e = wr(x) h or e = rd(x) h T . Let e ξ T = rd(x) h T if e = wr(x) h . Otherwise (e is a lock acquire/release event), e ξ and e ξ T are "invalid events" that match no real event.
We define a boolean function appl(σ, e ′ ) that evaluates to true iff event e ′ "applies to" set element σ :
The following invariants hold for every set owner ρ. For each set owner ρ, let e ρ be the event corresponding to ρ, i.e., e ρ = wr( In contrast with the above, Goldilocks does not need or use sets for each variable access, sets for lock acquires, or conditional sets, since it maintains sets that track only the HB relation [22] .
Outline of Raptor presentation. Section 4 describes Raptor's sets and their elements in detail, and it presents invariants maintained by Raptor's sets at every event in an execution trace. Section 5 introduces the Raptor analysis that adds and, in some cases, removes set elements at each execution event. Section 6 describes how Raptor removes "obsolete" sets and detects CP-races.
RAPTOR'S ANALYSIS STATE AND INVARIANTS
This section describes the analysis state that Raptor maintains. Every set owner ρ, which can be a variable write instance x i , a variable read instance x i T , or lock acquire instance m i , has the following sets: PO(ρ ), HB(ρ ), CP(ρ ), and CCP(ρ ). In general, elements of each set are threads T and locks m, with a few caveats: HB(ρ ) maintains an index for each lock element (e.g., m j ), and each CCP(ρ ) element includes an associated lock instance upon which CP ordering is conditional (e.g., m : n j or T : n j ). In addition, each set for a variable write instance x i and read instance x i T can contain a special element ξ , which indicates ordering between wr(x) i and wr(x) i +1 and between rd(x) i T and wr(x) i +1 . Similarly, each set for x i can also contain a special element ξ T for each thread T, which indicates ordering between wr(x) i and rd(x) i T . Since knowledge of CP ordering may be delayed, a write or read instance could establish CP order to a thread T at an event later than the conflicting write or read instance. The special elements are necessary to distinguish CP ordering to the conflicting write or read instance from CP ordering to a later event. Figure 3 shows invariants that the Raptor analysis maintains for every set owner ρ. The rest of this section explains these invariants in detail, using events e, e ξ , e ξ T , and e ρ as defined in the figure. Figure 3 , PO(ρ ) contains all threads that the event e ρ is PO ordered to. That said, we know from the definition of PO that e ρ will be PO ordered to only one thread (the thread that executed e ρ ). In addition, for any ρ = x h or ρ = x h T , PO(ρ ) may contain the special element ξ , indicating that wr(x) h or rd(x) h T , respectively, is PO ordered to the next write access to x by the same thread, i.e., wr(x) h ≺ PO wr(x) h+1 or rd(x) h T ≺ PO wr(x) h+1 . Similarly, for any ρ = x h , PO(ρ ) may contain the special element ξ T , indicating that wr(x) h is PO ordered to the next read access to x by thread T, i.e., wr(x) h ≺ PO rd(x) h T . Note that Raptor does not really need ξ and
h T , since PO order is knowable at the next (read/write) access, but Raptor uses these elements for consistency with the CP and CCP sets, which do need ξ and ξ T as explained later in this section.
Happens-Before Set: HB(ρ )
The HB(ρ ) set contains threads and locks that the event e ρ is HB ordered to. The [HB] invariant defines which threads and locks are in HB(ρ ). If e ρ is HB ordered to a thread or lock, then HB(ρ ) contains that thread or lock. This property implies that e ρ will be HB ordered to any future event that executes on the same thread or acquires the same lock, respectively. Similar to PO sets, for
Though the ξ and ξ T elements are superfluous (HB ordering is knowable at the next (read/write) access), Raptor maintains these elements for consistency with the CP and CCP sets that need it.
According to the [HB-index] invariant, every lock m in HB(ρ ) has a superscript i (e.g., m i ) that specifies the earliest release of m that e ρ is HB ordered to. For example, m i ∈ HB(ρ ) means that e ρ ≺ HB rel(m)
i but e ρ ⊀ HB rel(m) i −1 . This property tracks which instance of the critical section on lock m, m i , would need to be CP ordered to rel(m) j to imply that e ρ ≺ CP acq(m) j (by Rules (b) and (c)).
According to the [HB-critical-section] invariant, for read/write accesses (ρ = x h or ρ = x h T ) only, m i in HB(ρ ) may have a subscript * (i.e., m i * ), indicating that, in addition to e ρ ≺ HB rel(m) i , e ρ executed inside the critical section on lock m i , i.e., acq(m) i ≺ PO e ρ ≺ PO rel(m) i . Notationally, whenever m i * ∈ HB(ρ ), m i ∈ HB(ρ ) is also implied. Raptor tracks this property to establish Rule (a) precisely.
Causally-Precedes Set: CP(ρ )
Analogous to HB(ρ ) for HB ordering, each CP(ρ ) set contains locks and threads that the event e ρ is CP ordered to. However, at an event e ′ , since Rule (b) may delay establishing e ρ ≺ CP e ′ , CP(ρ ) does not necessarily contain σ such that appl(σ , e ′ ) ∧ e ρ ≺ CP e ′ . This property of CP presents two main challenges. First, Rule (b) may delay establishing CP order that is dependent on other CP orders. Raptor introduces the CCP(ρ ) set (described below) to track potential CP ordering that may be established later. Raptor tracks every lock and thread that e ρ is CP ordered to, either eagerly using CP(ρ ) or lazily using CCP(ρ ), according to the [CP] invariant in Figure 3 .
Second, as a result of computing CP lazily, Raptor may not be able to determine that there is a CP-race between conflicting events wr(
(it means only that wr(x) i is CP ordered to some event by T after wr(x) i +1 ). Raptor uses the special Online Set-Based Dynamic Analysis for Sound Predictive Race Detection wr(x) thread-like element ξ that represents the thread T up to event wr(
, respectively. Raptor also uses the special thread-like element ξ T that represents the thread T up to event rd(x) 
Conditionally Causally-Precedes Set: CCP(ρ )
Section 3 overviewed CCP sets. In general, σ : n k ∈ CCP(ρ ) means that the event e ρ is CP ordered to σ if acq(n) k ≺ CP rel(n) j , where n j is an ongoing critical section (i.e., acq(n) j < tr e ∧ rel(n) j < tr e). As mentioned above, the [CP] invariant says that for every CP ordering, Raptor captures it eagerly in a CP set or lazily in a CCP set (or both). A further constraint, codified in the [CCPconstraint] invariant, is that σ : n k ∈ CCP(ρ ) only if a critical section on lock n is ongoing. As Section 5 shows, when n's current critical section ends (at rel(n) j ), Raptor either (1) determines whether acq(n) k ≺ CP rel(n) j or (2) identifies another lock q that has an ongoing critical section such that it is correct to add some σ :
respectively, where n j is the current ongoing critical section of n. Similarly, for ρ = x i , CCP(ρ ) can contain special threadlike elements of the form ξ T :
where n j is the current ongoing critical section of n. 
THE RAPTOR ANALYSIS
This section details Raptor, our novel dynamic analysis that maintains the invariants shown in Figure 3 and explained in Section 4. For each event e in the observed trace tr, Raptor updates its analysis state by adding and (in some cases) removing elements from each set owner ρ's sets.
Assuming that the analysis state satisfies the invariants immediately before e, then at event e, Raptor modifies the analysis state so that it satisfies the invariants immediately after e:
T 5.1. After every event, Raptor maintains the invariants in Figure 3 .
Appendix A proves the theorem.
To represent the new analysis state immediately after e, we use the notation PO(ρ ) + , HB(ρ ) + , CP(ρ ) + , and CCP(ρ ) + . Initially, before Raptor starts updating analysis state at e (i.e., immediately before e),
Initial analysis state. Before the first event in tr, each ρ's sets are initially empty, i.e., PO(ρ ) = HB(ρ ) = CP(ρ ) = CCP(ρ ) = ∅. This initial state conforms to Figure 3 's invariants for the point in execution before the first event.
To simplify checking for CP-races, the analysis assumes, for every program variable x, a "fake" initial access wr(x) 0 . The analysis initializes PO(x 0 ) to {ξ } ∪ {ξ T | T is a thread}; all other sets of x 0 are initially ∅. This initial state ensures that the first write access to x, wr(x) 1 , appears to be ordered to the prior write access to x (wr(x) 0 ), and any read accesses to x before the first write (rd(x) 0 T ) appear to be ordered to the prior write (wr(x) 0 ), without requiring special logic to handle this corner case. (The analysis does not need fake accesses rd(x) 0 T because the analysis at the first write wr(x) 1 only checks for ordering with prior reads that actually executed.)
Handling Write Events
At a write event to shared variable x, i.e., e = wr(x) i by thread T, the analysis performs the actions in Algorithm 1. The analysis establishes CP Rule (a); checks for PO, HB, CP, and conditional CP (CCP) order with prior accesses wr(x) i −1 and rd(x) i −1 t for all threads t; and initializes x i 's sets.
Establishing Rule (a). Lines 1-4 of Algorithm 1 show how the analysis establishes Rule (a) (conflicting critical sections are CP ordered). The helper function heldBy(T) returns the set of locks currently held by thread T (i.e., locks with active critical sections executed by T). For each lock m held by T, the analysis checks whether a prior conflicting access to x executed in an earlier critical section on m. Raptor adds T to CP(m j ) if a prior critical section m j has executed a conflicting access, establishing Rule (a), which satisfies the [CP-rule-A] invariant (Figure 3 ). When T later releases m, the analysis will update each CP(ρ ) set that depends on rel(m) j ≺ CP acq(m) k , as Section 5.4 describes.
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Algorithm 1
Raptor's analysis for wr(
for all threads t do 4:
by all threads t 9: for all threads t do 10:
if T ∈ HB(
for all m | T :
Checking ordering with prior accesses. Lines 5-8 of Algorithm 1 add ξ to each set of x i −1 that already contains T, indicating PO, HB, and/or CP ordering from wr(x) i −1 to wr(x) i , satisfying the invariants, e.g., if wr(
where m k is the current critical section on m), and so the analysis adds ξ : m j to CCP(x i −1 ).
Similar to the prior write access, Raptor checks for ordering with each rd(x) i −1 t by each thread t. In general, reads are not totally ordered in a CP-race-free execution. Thus Raptor must check for ordering between wr(x) i and each prior read by another thread rd(x)
i ). Lines 9-13 of Algorithm 1 add ξ to indicate PO, HB, CP, and/or CCP ordering from rd(x) i −1 t by each thread t to wr(x) i , satisfying the invariants.
Initializing sets for current access. Lines 14-15 initialize PO and HB sets for x i . (Before this event, all sets for x i are ∅.) In addition to adding T to PO(x i ) and HB(x i ), the analysis adds m j * to HB(x i ) for each ongoing critical section on m j by T, satisfying the [HB-critical-section] invariant.
Handling Read Events
At a read to shared variable x, i.e., e = rd(x) i T , the analysis performs the actions in Algorithm 2, which is analogous to Algorithm 1. The analysis establishes CP Rule (a); checks for PO, HB, CP, and CCP order with the prior access wr(x) i ; and initializes x i T 's sets.
Establishing Rule (a). Lines 1-2 of Algorithm 2 add T to CP(m j ) if a prior critical section executed a conflicting write access to x, establishing Rule (a), satisfying the [CP-rule-A] invariant ( Figure 3 ). As we mentioned for write events, when T later releases lock m, the analysis will update the CP(ρ) sets that depend on rel(m) j ≺ CP acq(m) k , as Section 5.4 describes. 
Checking ordering with prior write access. To represent wr(
T , lines 3-5 add ξ T to each set of x i that already contains T, indicating PO, HB, CP, and/or CCP ordering from wr(x) i to rd(x) i T , satisfying the invariants.
Initializing sets for current read access. Lines 7-8 initialize PO and HB sets for x i T . In addition to adding T to PO(x i T ) and HB(x i T ), the analysis adds m j * to HB(x i T ) for each ongoing critical section on m j by T, satisfying the [HB-critical-section] invariant.
If a thread T performs multiple reads to x between wr(x) i and wr(x) i +1 , Raptor only needs to track sets for the latest read: if the earlier read races with wr(x) i +1 , then so does the later read. Thus Raptor maintains x i T 's sets for the latest rd(x) i T only, which requires resetting x i T 's CP and CCP sets to ∅ on each read (line 9).
Handling Acquire Events
At an acquire of a lock m, i.e., e = acq(m)
i by thread T, the analysis performs the actions in Algorithm 3. The analysis establishes HB and CP ordering from m to T for all ρ; adds CCP(ρ ) elements for conditionally CP (CCP) ordered critical sections; and initializes m i 's sets.
Algorithm 3
Raptor's analysis for acq(m) i by T
if ∃j | m j ∈ HB(ρ ) then 5: 
i , since HB right-composes with CP, e ρ ≺ CP acq(m)
Thus, the analysis adds T : n k to CCP(ρ )
i by thread T, the analysis performs the actions in Algorithm 4, called the "pre-release" algorithm, followed by the actions in Algorithm 5, called the "release" algorithm. We divide Raptor's analysis into two algorithms to separate the changes to CCP(ρ ) elements: the pre-release algorithm adds elements to CP(ρ ) and CCP(ρ ), and the release algorithm uses the updated sets. for all σ, j | σ : m j ∈ CCP(ρ ) do 3:
, it may not be knowable at rel(m) i because it may be dependent on if acq(n) k ≺ CP rel(n) h (where n h is the ongoing critical section on n). Lines 4-5 detect such cases and "transfer" the CCP dependence from m to n. This transfer is necessary because m's critical section is ending, and the release algorithm will remove all σ : m j elements. After the pre-release algorithm, Figure 3 's invariants still hold-for the point in time prior to e.
Release Algorithm (Algorithm 5).
The release algorithm operates on the analysis state modified by the pre-release algorithm. The analysis establishes CP and HB order from T to m; and removes all CCP elements that are dependent on m. 
Since HB and CP are closed under right-composition with HB, if e ρ is HB or CP ordered to T before rel(m)
Line 5 removes all CCP elements dependent on m, i.e., all σ : m j elements from CCP(ρ ), satisfying the [CCP-constraint] invariant. Removal is necessary: it would be incorrect for the analysis to retain these elements, e.g., acq(m) j ≺ CP rel(m) i +1 does not imply that e ρ is CP ordered to σ . It is safe to remove all σ : m j elements, even if acq(m) j ≺ CP rel(m) i is not knowable at e = rel(m) i , because the pre-release algorithm has already handled transferring all such σ whose CCP order depends on a lock other than m.
After the release algorithm, Figure 3 's invariants hold-for the point in time after e. 2 , the analysis thus adds ξ : q 1 to CCP(x 1 ) (line 8 in Algorithm 1). Finally, at rel(q) 2 , Raptor adds ξ to CP(x 1 ) (line 3 in Algorithm 4) because T3 ∈ CP(q 1 ) (line 3 in Algorithm 4) and T5 : q 1 ∈ CCP(x 1 ) (line 2 in Algorithm 4).
Examples
Alternatively, suppose that T1 executed its critical section on o before its critical section on m. In that subtly different execution, wr(x) 1 ⊀ CP wr(x) 2 . Raptor tracks analysis state that achieves capturing the difference between these two execution variants.
REMOVING OBSOLETE SETS AND DETECTING CP-RACES
Raptor maintains sets for every variable access and lock acquire. Without removing sets, the analysis state's size would be proportional to trace length, which-since the analysis iterates over all non-empty set owners at acquire and release events-would be unscalable in terms of both space and time. Fortunately, for real (non-adversarial) program executions, most set owners become obsolete-meaning that they will not be needed again-relatively quickly. Raptor detects obsolete set owners and removes each owner's sets, saving both space and time. T ). Lines 6-8 check these conditions, and remove obsolete sets for x i and x i T .
Removing Obsolete Variable Access Sets and Detecting CP-Races
Algorithm 6 Detect obsolete owners and remove sets and report CP-races for x i and x i t (for all threads t)
then Report CP-race between wr(x) i and wr(x) i +1
3:
for all threads t such that rd(x) i t executed do
4:
if ξ t CP(x i ) ∪ PO(x i ) ∧ ∄m j | ξ t : m j ∈ CCP(x i ) then Report CP-race between wr(x) i and rd(x) i t
5:
if ξ CP(x i t )∪PO(x i t )∧∄m j | ξ : m j ∈ CCP(x i t ) then Report CP-race between rd(x) i t and wr(x) i +1 6:
Remove PO( T1  T2  T3  T4  T5 Fig. 7 . An execution in which wr(x) 1 ≺ CP wr(x) 2 that shows more complex CCP transfer than Figure 6 . For space, the figure omits set updates for x 2 and y 2 .
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When the execution terminates (i.e., after the last event in the observed total order), we assume that no thread holds any lock, 5 so the CCP sets for all owners are empty by the [CCP-constraint] invariant (Figure 3) . Thus for every wr(
and rd(x)
i t ≍ wr(x) i +1 pair for which Raptor has not already ruled out a CP-race (i.e., ξ ∈ CP(x i ) ∪PO(x i ), ξ t ∈ CP(x i ) ∪PO(x i ), and ξ ∈ CP(x i t ) ∪ PO(x i t ), respectively), Raptor eventually reports a CP-race. Correctness of detecting CP-races. Now that we know how Raptor detects CP-races, we can prove that Raptor is a sound and complete CP-race detector.
T 6.
1. An execution has a CP-race if and only if Raptor reports a CP-race for the execution.
P . We prove the forward direction (⇒) and backward direction (⇐) in turn:
Forward direction (completeness). Suppose a trace tr has a CP-race, but Raptor does not report a CP-race. Without loss of generality, let e and e ′ be access (read/write) events such that e < tr e ′ and e ≍ e ′ . Let ρ be the set owner for event e (e.g., x i for wr(x) i ), and ξ * be ξ or ξ T depending on whether e ′ is a write or a read by T, respectively. Then e ⊀ CP e ′ ∧e ⊀ PO e ′ , but ξ * ∈ CP(ρ )∪PO(ρ ) at program termination. According to Theorem 5.1, by the [CP] and [PO] invariants, ξ * CP(ρ ) ∧ ξ * PO(ρ ) at program termination, which is a contradiction.
Backward direction (soundness). Suppose Raptor reports a CP-race between access events e and e ′ such that e < tr e ′ , but no CP-race exists. Let ρ be the set owner for event e (e.g., x i for wr(x) i ), and ξ * be ξ or ξ T depending on whether e ′ is a write or a read by T, respectively. Then ξ * CP(ρ )∪PO(ρ ) at program termination, but e ≺ CP e ′ ∨ e ≺ PO e ′ .
Since ξ * PO(ρ ) at program termination, according to 
where e Ω represents a final "termination" event. Since ξ * CP(ρ ), ∃n k | ξ * : n k ∈ CCP(ρ ). By the [CCP-constraint] invariant, at e Ω , ∃l | acq(n) l < tr e Ω ∧ rel(n) l < tr e Ω . However, an execution releases all held locks before terminating, so rel(n) l < tr e Ω , which is a contradiction.
Removing Obsolete Lock Acquire Sets
Raptor uses sets for lock instances, such as CP(m j ), for detecting CP-ordered critical sections and tracking CP ordering from acq(m) j to establish Rule (b). Once m j 's sets' elements can no longer trigger Rule (b), m j is obsolete. Algorithm 7 shows the condition for whether m j is obsolete. Lock owner m j is not obsolete if any set owner's CCP(ρ ) set contains σ : m i (i ≤ j) or might contain it at some later event (indicated by m j being in HB(ρ ))-unless m ∈ CP(ρ ), in which case σ : m i ∈ CCP(ρ ) would be superfluous. Line 2 shows the exact condition; if it evaluates to true, then the pre-release algorithm (Algorithm 4) definitely will not use m j 's sets anymore, and so the removal algorithm removes each set.
Algorithm 7
Detect obsolete owner and remove sets for m j 1: if rel(m) j has executed then 2:
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EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance and CP-race coverage of an implementation of Raptor.
Implementation
Our implementation of the Raptor analysis is built on RoadRunner, 6 a dynamic analysis framework for concurrent Java programs [28] that implements the high-performance FastTrack happensbefore race detector [26] . RoadRunner instruments Java bytecode dynamically at class loading time, generating events for memory accesses (loads and stores to field and array elements) and synchronization operations (lock acquire, release, wait, and resume; thread fork and join; and volatile read and write). Our implementation is open source and publicly available. 7 Handling non-lock synchronization. The Raptor analysis handles variable read and write events and lock acquire and release events as depicted in Algorithms 1-7. Our implementation conservatively CP-orders conflicting volatile accesses (according to Rule (a) of Definition 2.2) by translating each volatile access to a critical section surrounding the access on a lock unique to the variable at run time. By similar translation, the implementation establishes CP order from static class initializer to static class accessed events (cf. [41] ). The implementation establishes CP order for thread fork (parent to child) and join (child to parent) by generating critical sections containing conflicting accesses unique to the threads involved. Smaragdakis et al. translate these synchronization operations similarly before feeding them to their Datalog CP implementation [63] .
Removing obsolete sets and reporting CP-races. The implementation follows the logic from Algorithms 6 and 7 to remove obsolete set owners and report CP-races. However, instead of executing these algorithms directly (e.g., periodically passing over all non-obsolete sets and explicitly clearing obsolete set owners), the implementation performs reference counting to identify CP-races and remove obsolete sets. The implementation tracks the numbers of remaining ξ : m j and ξ T : m j elements in CCP(x i ) (or CCP(x i T )). If any of these counts drop to zero, and the expected ξ or ξ T element(s) are not in CP(x i ) (or CP(x i T )), then the implementation reports a CP-race. After reporting the race, the implementation adds the corresponding ξ or ξ T element to CP(x i ) (or CP(x i T )), effectively simulating a CP-race-free execution up to the current event and avoiding reporting false CP-races downstream; Datalog CP behaves similarly [63] . If all counts drop to zero, the implementation concludes that any races between wr(x) i (or rd(x) i T ) and a following access have already been detected or cannot occur, and thus its set owner x i (or x i T ) is obsolete. The implementation removes an obsolete set owner (Algorithms 6 and 7) by removing all strong references to it, allowing it to be garbage collected [30] . Variable owners are kept alive by the locks corresponding to ξ : m j and ξ T : m j elements in CCP(x i ) (or CCP(x i T )) referencing the variable. Lock owners are kept alive by variables containing ξ : m j and ξ T : m j elements in CCP(x i ) (or CCP(x i T )). At a release event, the implementation removes ξ : m j and ξ T : m j elements from lock and variable owners along with the lock's references to variables.
Optimization. Our prototype implementation of Raptor is largely unoptimized. We have however implemented the following optimization out of necessity. Before the pre-release algorithm (Algorithm 4) iterates over all active set owners ρ, it pre-computes the following information: (1) the maximum j such that ∃l ≥ j | T ∈ CP(m l ); and (2) for each j, the set of n k such that ∃l ≥ j | T : n k ∈ CCP(m l ). This pre-computation enables quick lookups at lines 3-5 of Algorithm 4, significantly outperforming an unoptimized pre-release algorithm.
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Methodology
We evaluate Raptor on two sets of benchmarks:
• Benchmarks evaluated by Smaragdakis et al. [63] that we were able to obtain and run. Of their benchmarks that we do not evaluate here, all except StaticBucketMap execute fewer than 1,000 events [63] .
• The DaCapo benchmarks [6] , version 9.12 Bach, with small workload size. We exclude programs that do not run out of the box with RoadRunner.
The experiments execute on a quiet system with four Intel Xeon E5-4620 8-core processors (32 cores total) and 128 GB of main memory, running Linux 2.6.32.
Datalog CP implementation. We have extended our Raptor implementation to generate a trace of events in a format that can be processed by Smaragdakis et al.'s Datalog CP implementation [63] , which they have shared with us. The Raptor and Datalog CP implementations thus analyze identical executions. Our experiments run the Datalog CP implementation with a bounded window size of 500, 5,000, and 50,000 events; Smaragdakis et al. used a window size of 500 events [63] .
FastTrack implementation. RoadRunner implements the state-of-the-art FastTrack HB analysis [26] . We added counting of events to the FastTrack implementation in order to report event counts, which also makes FastTrack's performance more directly comparable with Raptor's (which also counts events).
Coverage and Performance
This section focuses on answering two key empirical questions. (1) For real program executions, how many CP-races does Raptor detect that HB detectors cannot detect? (2) For real program executions, how many CP-races does Raptor detect that the Datalog CP implementation cannot detect due to its bounded analysis window? Table 1 reports execution time and HB-and CP-race coverage of Raptor, compared with FastTrack's time and Datalog CP's time and CP-race coverage for various event window sizes. The Events columns report the number of events (writes, reads, acquires, and releases) processed by FastTrack and Raptor (including additional events generated by translation; Section 7.1). FastTrack reports significantly different event counts than Raptor because, for some of the programs, Raptor is limited to analyzing only events within 2 hours. FTPServer is an exception; despite running to completion, Raptor reports fewer events than FastTrack, we believe, because the program executes significantly different numbers of events depending on the execution's timing.
Timing-based nondeterminism also leads to different threads counts for FastTrack and Raptor on FTPServer and Jigsaw. avrora and eclipse spawn fewer threads in executions with Raptor than with FastTrack because the Raptor executions do not make enough progress in 2 hours to have spawned all threads.
In our experiments, the Datalog CP implementation processes the same execution trace as Raptor, by processing traces generated by Raptor during its online analysis. Raptor reports significantly different event counts for some of the programs also evaluated by Smaragdakis et al. [63] ; this discrepancy makes sense because, at least in several cases, we are using different workloads than prior work.
Run-time performance. For FastTrack, the Time column reports execution time for optimized HB analysis. For Raptor, the Time column reports execution time for Raptor to perform its analysis (which dominates execution time) while also generating a trace of events processed by the Datalog CP implementation. We execute Raptor on each program until it either terminates normally or has executed for two hours. For Datalog CP, the Time column reports the cost of executing Datalog CP on the trace generated by the same Raptor execution.
Race coverage. The HB&CP column reports all races detected by Raptor; the Raptor implementation reports all CP-races and identifies whether it is also an HB-race. The HB column reports HB-races (which are always also CP-races), and the CP column reports CP-only races, which are CP-races that are not also HB-races. For each race column, the first number is distinct static races; a static race is an unordered pair of static source locations (each source location is a source method and bytecode index). The second number (in parentheses) is dynamic races reported.
Datalog CP, which reports CP-only races by filtering out CP-races that are also HB-races, reports fewer CP-only races than Raptor because of its bounded event window sizes of 500, 5,000, and 50,000 events. Datalog CP does not report any CP-only races if we terminate it after 2 hours (N/A). With a larger window size (5,000 or 50,000 events), Datalog CP sometimes finds more races than at smaller window sizes, but it often cannot complete within 2 hours.
By comparing dynamic event identifiers reported by Datalog CP with those reported by Raptor, we have verified that (1) Raptor detects all CP-only races detected by Datalog CP, and (2) Datalog CP detects each CP-only race reported by Raptor that we would expect it to find (i.e., CP-only races separated by fewer than 500, 5,000, or 50,000 events).
Note that for FTPServer with a 5,000-event window, Datalog CP reports more dynamic CP-only races than Raptor. This phenomenon occurs because Datalog CP reports some races that Raptor filters out by ordering accesses it detects as racing (Section 7.1), e.g., if wr(x)
i CP-races with wr(x) i +2 , Raptor will report the wr(x) i -wr(x) i +1 and wr(x) i +1 -wr(x) i +2 CP-races, but Datalog CP will also report the wr(x) i -wr(x) i +2 race. Since Datalog CP reports only dynamic event numbers for CP-races, we have not been able to determine whether the extra 45 dynamic CP-only races reported by Datalog CP represent any additional distinct static CP-only races beyond the 22 distinct static CP-only races reported by Raptor. As a further sanity check of Raptor's results, we have cross-referenced Raptor's reported HB-races with results from running RoadRunner's FastTrack implementation [26] on the same workloads.
Online Set-Based Dynamic Analysis for Sound Predictive Race Detection Race characteristics. Table 2 shows the "event distance" for the CP-only races detected by Raptor. The event distance of a CP-race is the distance in the observed total order of events between the race's two accesses. For each static race in Raptor's CP column from Table 1, Table 2 reports the range of event distances for all dynamic instances of that static race. The table shows that many detected dynamic CP-only races have event distances over 500 events and sometimes over 5,000 and 50,000 events; Raptor finds these dynamic CP-only races, but Datalog CP often does not, either due to window size or timeout. For some static CP-only races, every dynamic occurrence has an event distance exceeding 500, 5,000, or 50,000 events, so Datalog CP does not detect the static CPonly race at all, corresponding to CP-only races missed by Datalog CP in Table 1 . (A few dynamic CP-only races have event distances of just less than 500 events, but Datalog CP does not find them with a window size of 500 events because additional events outside of the window are required to determine CP order.)
In summary, Raptor handles execution traces of 100,000s-1,000,000s of events within two hours, and it finds CP-races that the prior CP analysis cannot find.
RELATED WORK
Sections 1 and 2 covered happens-before (HB) analysis [26, 38] , prior work's causally-precedes (CP) analysis [63] , and online predictive analyses [37, 57] . This section covers other analyses and approaches.
Offline predictive analysis using SMT constraints. In contrast with partial-order-based predictive analyses [37, 57, 63] , SMT-based approaches encode constraints that explore alternative schedule interleavings as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) constraints that can be solved by employing an SMT solver [17, 32, 33, 42, 58, 61] . SMT-based approaches generate constraints that are superlinear in execution size, and they cannot scale beyond bounded windows of execution (e.g., 500-10,000 events).
Dynamic non-predictive analysis. Happens-before analysis [22, 26, 54] and other sound nonpredictive analyses [5, 20, 65] cannot predict data races in other executions.
As Section 3 mentioned, the HB components of Raptor are similar to prior work's Goldilocks analysis [22] . CCP sets, which are unique to Raptor, incur significant algorithmic complexity compared with Goldilocks.
Goldilocks and Raptor use per-variable "locksets" or sets, respectively, to track the HB relation (and in Raptor's case, the CP relation) soundly and completely [22] . In contrast, lockset analysis is a different kind of analysis that detects violations of a locking discipline that requires conflicting 1:24 Jake Roemer and Michael D. Bond memory accesses to hold a common lock [18, 19, 51, 52, 59, 66] . Although lockset analysis can predict data races in other executions, it is inherently unsound (reports false positives) since not all violations of a locking discipline are data races (e.g., accesses ordered by fork, join, or notify-wait synchronization). Prior work hybridizes happens-before and lockset analyses for performance or accuracy reasons [52, 54, 68] , but it inherently cannot soundly predict data races in other executions.
Exposing data races. Some prior work exposes data races by exploring multiple thread interleaving schedules [13, 15, 25, 31, 47, 60] . Similarly, other analyses perturb interleavings by pausing threads to expose data races [4, 24, 35] . In contrast, Raptor detects data races that are possible in other executions from a single observed execution (i.e., from a single schedule). Raptor and these approaches are potentially complementary since Raptor can detect more data races than non-predictive analysis for a given execution.
Static analysis. Static data race detection analysis can achieve completeness, detecting all of a program's data races [23, 48, 49, 55, 67] . However, it is inherently unsound (reports false races). Developers generally avoid unsound analyses because each reported race-whether true or falsetakes substantial time to investigate [3, 12, 26, 29, 45, 50] .
Prioritizing data races. Prior work exposes erroneous behaviors due to data races, in order to prioritize races that are demonstrably harmful [14, 16, 24, 27, 34, 50, 60] . However, all data races are problematic because they lead to ill-defined semantics, as researchers have argued convincingly [1, 8, 9, 11, 44, 62] . In any case, prioritizing data races is complementary to our work, which tries to detect as many (true) data races as possible.
CONCLUSION
Raptor is the first analysis that computes the causally-precedes (CP) relation online. We have proved that CP maintains invariants needed to track CP soundly and completely. Our evaluation shows that Raptor can analyze execution traces of 100,000s-1,000,000s of events within two hours, allowing it to find CP-races that the prior CP analysis cannot find.
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A CORRECTNESS: RAPTOR TRACKS CP SOUNDLY AND COMPLETELY
This section proves that Raptor soundly and completely tracks CP, by proving Theorem 5.1: that Raptor maintains Figure 3 's invariants after every event. For brevity, our proof only shows that Raptor maintains the [CP] invariant. For the other invariants, it is comparatively straightforward to see that they hold:
• Raptor maintains HB sets in much the same way as Goldilocks [22] , which provably computes HB soundly and completely [21] . i ) adds elements of the form σ : m j to CCP(ρ ) + .
We first prove two lemmas that we will use to prove Theorem 5.1: L A.1. Let e be any release event, i.e., e = rel(m) i by thread T. If Figure 3 's invariants hold before Raptor's pre-release algorithm (Algorithm 4) executes, then after the pre-release algorithm executes, the invariants still hold, for the moment in time before e executes.
P
. Let e = rel(m) i by thread T. Let ρ be any set owner. Let e ρ be the event corresponding to ρ, i.e., e ρ = wr(x)
h if ρ = x h , or e ρ = acq(m) h if ρ = m h . We define the following abbreviations for the left-and right-hand sides of the [CP] invariant: Figure 3 's invariants hold (i.e., LHS = RHS) before the pre-release algorithm executes. To show LHS + = RHS, we show LHS + ⊆ RHS (subset) and LHS + ⊇ RHS (superset) in turn.
l < tr e (or both):
Otherwise (σ CP(ρ )), Algorithm 4 adds σ to CP(ρ ) + , which can happen only at line 3. Let j be such that σ : m j ∈ CCP(ρ ) (line 2) and T ∈ CP(m q ) | q ≥ j (line 3). Since T ∈ CP(m q ) and LHS = RHS, therefore T ∈ RHS. Thus ∃e ′ | thr(e ′ ) = T ∧ acq(m) q ≺ CP e ′ < tr e. Since e ′ < tr e and thr(e ′ ) = thr(e), e ′ ≺ HB e by the definition of HB. Thus acq(m) q ≺ CP e by CP Rule (c) and therefore rel(m)
q by the definition of HB. Thus acq(m) j ≺ CP e and therefore rel(m) j ≺ CP acq(m) i . Since σ : m j ∈ CCP(ρ ) and rel(m) j ≺ CP acq(m) i , σ ∈ LHS and thus σ ∈ RHS. Case 2: Let n k and n l be such that σ :
We know rel(n) k ≺ CP acq(n) l < tr e, so therefore σ : n k CCP(ρ ). Thus Algorithm 4 adds σ : n k to CCP(ρ ) + only at line 5. Let j be such that σ : m j ∈ CCP(ρ ) (line 2) and T : n k ∈ CCP(m q ) | q ≥ j (line 4). Since T : n k ∈ CCP(m q ), rel(n) k ≺ CP acq(n) l < tr e, and since LHS = RHS, therefore T ∈ RHS. Thus ∃e ′ | thr(e ′ ) = T ∧ acq(m) q ≺ CP e ′ < tr e. Since e ′ < tr e and thr(e ′ ) = thr(e), e ′ ≺ HB e by the definition of HB. Thus acq(m) We have thus determined that σ : m j ∈ CCP(ρ ) ∧ rel(m) j ≺ CP acq(m) i < tr e, i.e., σ ∈ LHS and thus σ ∈ RHS.
Superset direction: Let σ ∈ RHS. Since LHS = RHS, σ ∈ LHS. Since Algorithm 4 maintains CP(ρ ) + ⊇ CP(ρ ) and CCP(ρ ) + ⊇ CCP(ρ ), therefore σ ∈ LHS + .
Next we introduce and prove a lemma that helps to show that Raptor maintains invariants despite removing CCP set elements. To do so, we define a concept called CP-distance that measures the j ≺ CP e, and Figure 3 's invariants hold for all execution points up to and including the point immediately before e, then after the pre-release algorithm (Algorithm 4) executes but before the release algorithm (Algorithm 5) executes, one or both of the following hold:
The intuition here is that if acq(m) j ≺ CP e but T is not in some CP(m j ′ ) (j ′ ≥ j), then there exists some n k which has lesser CP-distance than m j such that acq(m) j ≺ CP e is CCP dependent on acq(n) k ≺ CP rel(n) l (where n l is an ongoing critical section). As a result, the pre-release algorithm can safely transfer any CCP ordering dependent on m j ′ to be dependent on n k , preserving invariants.
. Let e = rel(m) i executed by thread T. Let j be such that acq(m) j ≺ CP e. Suppose Figure 3 's invariants hold for all execution points up to and including the point immediately before e. Since acq(m) j ≺ HB rel(n) k , at acq(n) l , there exists k ′ ≤ k such that Algorithm 3 adds T' : n k ′ to CCP(m j ), where T' = thr(acq(n) l ). Since acq(n) l ≺ HB rel(m) i , and the algorithms propagate CCP through HB-ordered events, at e = rel(m) i , T : n k ′ ∈ CCP(m j ). Thus, the lemma's statement holds for each case.
We are ready to prove Theorem 5.1, which states that after every event, Raptor maintains the invariants in Figure 3 .
P . By induction on the observed total order of events (< tr ).
Base case: Let e be a first "no-op" event in < tr that precedes all program events and has no effect on analysis state. Before and thus after e, all CP and CCP sets are empty, so the LHS of the [CP] invariant is ∅. The RHS of the [CP] invariant is ∅ because there is no earlier event e ′ < tr e.
Inductive step: Suppose the invariants in Figure 3 hold immediately before an event e executed by thread T. Let e + be the event immediately after e in the observed total order (< tr ). Let ρ be any
